Read the following scenarios and write down who you think is the person responsible from the Tribal Audio Services Production Team.

Scenario #1
During the set-up of the Festival a member of the Tribal Audio Services team gets seriously injured, who should be informed?

Scenario #2
On the day of the Festival during a gig one of the Amplifiers blows up, it is damaged beyond repair. Janelle the head Sound Engineer is mixing FOH and is unable to assist, who should be informed of the accident?

Scenario #3
On arrival at the Festival, Greg, the Manager of the Hire Department notices that the power cables have been changed and are not suitable for the size of the PA. Who is responsible for this mishap and who should be contacted?

Scenario #4
On arrival at the gig, Janelle notices that the scaffolding has not been set up. Who is responsible?

Scenario #5
During a gig a musicians guitar amp is playing up, who should assist them?

Scenario #6
During the set up of the PA equipment it is realised that important equipment has been left back at Tribal Audio Services. Who is responsible for this mistake?

Scenario #7
Who does the quoting for PA enquiries at Tribal Audio Services?